
BETTER, FASTER, SMARTER...
VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

YOUR CENTRALIZED HUB TO
CONTROL THE CHAOS OF
VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT.

NUCLEUS ENABLES THE ENTERPRISE

AGGREGATE ENRICH ANALYZE REMEDIATE
Nucleus Security aggregates

across your network,
application and cloud

scanners to gain visibility
into assets and
vulnerabilities 

Scan data alongside data from
Asset Inventories, Threat

Intelligence including Mandiant,
and other business context is
correlated, contextualized and

prioritized. 

Analyst workbench
investigations enable

analysts to determine the
best fix while tracking
progress & outcome. 

Orchestrate and automate
triage of high-impact vulns

and implement long-term fixes
to mitigate on-going and

sustained risk to
infrastructure. 

Nucleus is a vulnerability and risk management
platform that integrates with your existing tools to
aggregate, normalize, prioritize, and enrich the
vulnerability data in your enterprise. Nucleus provides
a single pane of glass to monitor your true security
posture and analyze vulnerability data across your
entire technology stack in real time. By ingesting and
analyzing all vulnerability data, and integrating with
external workflow tools such as issue trackers, ticketing
systems and notification systems, Nucleus automates
time-consuming tasks to make your security teams
more efficient and effective than ever before.
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PRIORITIZE RISK
Nucleus empowers security teams to
prioritize risk based on business context
and embedded threat intelligence from
Mandiant.

SHIFT LEFT SECURITY
Integration with developer's native tools like
Jira, enables  the security team to share
vulnerabilities and work collaboratively  to
remediate critical software vulnerabilities.  

BROADEST COVERAGE
Aggregate asset and vulnerability data
across network and application scanners,
cloud scanners, asset inventory and ITSM
tools.  

AUTOMATE REMEDIATION
Nucleus orchestrates and automates
vulnerability analysis and response, allowing
the remediation process to begin the
moment new vulnerabilities are discovered. 

Ready to get started?
Start your free trial by scanning
the QR code or by visiting
nucleussec.com/get-started 

TRANSFORMING THE WAY
SECURITY TEAMS OPERATE.
Integrating with over 100 scanners and external tools,
Nucleus unifies your existing security stack, making the
tedious vulnerability management process simple
through smart automation and workflow optimization. 

Nucleus consolidates all vulnerability scan and
penetration testing results in your enterprise; then
automates prioritization and orchestrates response
through integrations with issue trackers, SIEMs,
ticketing systems and incident response tools.

KEY NUCLEUS BENEFITS

Vulnerability Intelligence
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